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Dispenser Pumps for Chemicals or Food Products - 30ml+
R30 for chemicals and food products *Top Seller*
The R30 dispenser is our top selling 30ml pump. These high quality dispensers are widely used in the food industry for syrups but are also commonly
used for the efficient and clean dispensing of cleaning chemicals.
These are prefitted with a 38/400mm cap which is suitable for a wide range of containers from 1-5L across a wide range of manufacturers. However, we can fit these to
any cap over 38mm so the R30 can be used on 10-25L jerry cans and pails as well.

106500

The code for R30 with 38mm cap is 106500. Please contact us for codes for
other caps.
We also have a 30ml pump with a lock-down head and a deeper cap than the
R30, the 106800. We can fit these pumps to other sized caps, so if you need
a lock-down/shippable pump for chemicals or food products this is a great
choice.
106800

Fixed Nozzle Dispensers
When using a pump to decant product it can be more convenient to
use a dispenser which has an outlet that stays in the
same position - these are known as Fixed Nozzle Dispensers. This makes the output more directionally
accurate and saves the hassle of moving the receptical in line with the outlet as the plunger is pressed.
We have two styles of fixed nozzle dispensers:
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A Dispenser for Thick & Chunky Products
Sauces and chutneys require a pump that has been specifically designed for them. The Maxi is such a pump.
It is a 30ml dose but can be reduced if required, it
can be dismantled for cleaning and is completely food
grade. We can fit these to caps 38mm and larger.
Maxi code 107000

107600
107000

Dispensers for Thick, Smooth Products
To decant thick, smooth products the Hybrid is the best option. This will also
handle small particulates. The Hybrid looks like an R30 but has a stronger
spring, wider body and flap valve.
Code 105000, we can fit these to caps 38mm and larger.
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